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Abstract Two compact universal extra-dimensional mod-
els are an interesting class of models for different theoret-
ical and phenomenological issues, such as the justification
of having three standard model fermion families, suppres-
sion of proton decay rate, dark matter parity from relics of
the six-dimensional Lorentz symmetry, origin of masses and
mixings in the standard model. However, these theories are
merely effective ones, with typically a reduced range of valid-
ity in their energy scale. We explore two limiting cases of the
three standard model generations all propagating in the bulk
or all localised to a brane, from the point of view of renormal-
isation group equation evolutions for the Higgs sector and for
the neutrino sector of these models. The recent experimental
results of the Higgs boson from the LHC allow, in some sce-
narios, stronger constraints on the cutoff scale to be placed,
from the requirement of the stability of the Higgs potential.

1 Introduction

The Higgs mechanism has intrigued both theorists and exper-
imentalists for a long time, being one of the central pieces in
the construction of the Standard Model (SM) and its exten-
sions. The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) was indeed built to
discover the missing pieces of the SM and to search for new
particles Beyond the Standard Model (BSM). The ATLAS
and CMS experiments announced last year the discovery of
a Higgs particle compatible with the SM expectations with a
mass of about 126 GeV [1,2], and updated results with more
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data have been recently released (see for example [3,4]). As
we increase the energy scale above the Electro-Weak (EW)
scale, the quartic couplings may become smaller and even-
tually become negative, where, as a consequence, the poten-
tial becomes unbounded from below and the EW vacuum
becomes unstable. In the context of the SM this problem was
investigated a long time ago (see for example [5]) and con-
tinuously reinvestigated till recently (see for example [6]) as
Higgs data and more precise calculations became available.

This is also relevant for BSM and in particular those we
shall consider in the following, as this can give bounds on the
limit of validity of the effective theory. Among the models
which explore new physics that may operate near the TeV
scale, those with extra spatial dimensions [7] open many
possibilities for model building which can be constrained
[8] or explored in the near future. In this context there have
been many attempts to understand the origin of masses and
their mixings by using the Renormalisation Group Equa-
tions (RGEs) particularly for the Universal Extra Dimension
(UED) models and their possible extensions (see for exam-
ple [9] and references therein). In this case the problem of
vacuum stability and the triviality of the Higgs potential can
be quite relevant as running effects are more pronounced
in these models (with respect to the SM). For some recent
work concerning five- and six-dimensional UED models see
[10,11].

In particular, different models with two extra-dimensions
have been proposed, such as T 2/Z2 [8], the chiral square
T 2/Z4 [12,13], T 2/(Z2 × Z ′

2) [14], S2/Z2 [15], the flat
real projective plane R P2 [16], and the real projective plane
starting from the sphere [17]. For example, in [16], the parity
assuring the stability of the dark matter candidate is due to a
remnant of the six-dimensional Lorentz symmetry after com-
pactification, as the model has no fixed points (see [18] for
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a detailed discussion). There are many reasons for studying
UED models with two compact extra dimensions; primarily
as they may provide a dark matter candidate, they suppress
the proton decay rate and they provide anomaly cancellations
for the number of light chiral fermion generations being a
multiple of three [19].

Another important point connected to BSM physics is that
in the SM the neutrino does not have a mass, but neutrino
oscillations suggest that neutrinos have finite mass and lep-
ton flavours mix. The most recent evidence is the measure-
ment of a large θ13 mixing parameter [20–22]. In the context
of UED models [23], one can use the dimension-five Wein-
berg operator [24] to give Majorana masses to neutrinos and
study RGEs for the physical observables in this sector. In gen-
eral two extra-dimensional models have different (and faster)
evolution properties with respect to one extra-dimensional
models. It is therefore interesting to check if signs of the evo-
lution of neutrino parameters are within experimental reach
or not.

In Sect. 2 we introduce the Higgs quartic coupling RGEs
and compare the limits on the effective theory obtained by
requiring the stability of the Higgs potential with other effec-
tive rules for the cutoff theory, obtained from other require-
ments such as perturbativity of the interactions, gauge cou-
pling unification, unitarity. In Sect. 3 we shall study the neu-
trino mixing and masses evolution and compare them with
the quark sector RGEs discussed in [25]. Our conclusions
will be given in Sect. 4.

2 The quartic coupling RGEs

We study a generic model with two universal extra dimen-
sions, where in the following we summarise the evolu-
tion equations. We shall use a notation similar to the ones
of [25,26], noting that the beta functions contain terms
quadratic in the cutoff, where this part dominates the evo-
lution of the Yukawa couplings and of k (the coefficient of
the Weinberg operator). The top Yukawa coupling becomes
non-perturbative only after the gauge coupling unification.
As such, the limit on the range of validity for the effec-
tive theory will be determined by which condition is reached
first: unification of the gauge couplings or instability of the
Higgs potential. We shall first write down the results of the
SM and then generalise it to include the effects arising from
the extra-dimensional degrees of freedom. The initial values
we shall adopt at the MZ scale are: for the gauge couplings
α1(MZ ) = 0.01696, α2(MZ ) = 0.03377 and α3(MZ ) =
0.1184, and for the fermion masses mu(MZ ) = 1.27 MeV,
mc(MZ ) = 0.619 GeV, mt (MZ ) = 173.3 GeV, md(MZ ) =
2.90 MeV, ms(MZ ) = 55 MeV, mb(MZ ) = 2.89 GeV,
me(MZ ) = 0.48657 MeV, mμ(MZ ) = 102.718 MeV and
mτ (MZ ) = 1746.24 MeV [27,28].

2.1 SM evolution equations

The evolution equations for the SM are a limiting case when
the Kaluza–Klein (KK) scale becomes heavy and the KK
modes decouple. We introduce them to fix the notation and
as they are relevant below the KK threshold. When 0 < t <

ln( 1
MZ R ), where t = ln

(
μ

MZ

)
, μ being the energy, that is,

for the evolution between MZ < μ < 1/R; the Yukawa
evolution equations are dictated by the usual SM ones:

βSM
u = Yu

[
−8g2

3 − 9

4
g2

2 − 17

20
g2

1 + 3

2
(Y †

u Yu − Y †
d Yd)

+ Tr(3Y †
u Yu + 3Y †

d Yd + Y †
e Ye)

]
, (1)

βSM
d = Yd

[
−8g2

3 − 9

4
g2

2 − 1

4
g2

1 + 3

2
(Y †

d Yd − Y †
u Yu)

+ Tr(3Y †
u Yu + 3Y †

d Yd + Y †
e Ye)

]
, (2)

βSM
e = Ye

[
−9

4
g2

2 − 9

4
g2

1 + 3

2
Y †

e Ye

+ Tr(3Y †
u Yu + 3Y †

d Yd + Y †
e Ye)

]
, (3)

βSM
λ =

[
12λ2 −

(
9

5
g2

1 + 9g2
2

)
λ

+9

4

(
3

25
g4

1 + g4
2 + 2

5
g2

1 g2
2

)

+ 4λTr(3Y †
u Yu + 3Y †

d Yd + Y †
e Ye)

− 4Tr
(

3(Y †
u Yu)2 + 3(Y †

d Yd)2 + (Y †
e Ye)

2
)]

, (4)

βSM
k =

[ (
−3g2

2 + λ + 2Tr(3Y †
u Yu + 3Y †

d Yd + Y †
e Ye)

)
k

−3

2

(
kY †

e Ye + (Y †
e Ye)

T k
)]

. (5)

The notations are as follows: g1, g2, g3 are, respectively,
the U (1), SU (2), SU (3) gauge couplings; Yi are the Yukawa
coupling matrices where the index refers to the correspond-
ing sector (u for up-type, d for down-type and e for lep-
tons); λ is the Higgs quartic coupling and k the coeffi-
cient of the Weinberg operator. These equations are modi-
fied when we enter the energy regime where the effects of
the extra dimensions set in. The modifications depend on
the particles non-decoupled at that energy scale and on the
structure of the model. We shall consider two cases, one in
which all particles can propagate in the extra dimensions
(bulk case) and the other in which SM particles are con-
strained to the brane (brane case). Note that for complete-
ness the runnings of the gauge coupling constants, as we
have previously presented for these models [25], are given in
Appendix A.
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2.2 The 2UED scenarios

The RGEs for the Yukawa couplings, Higgs quartic couplings
and neutrino running parameter in the 2UED model, for all
three generations propagating in the bulk, can be expressed
as

β6D
u =π(S(t)2 − 1)Yu

[
−32

3
g2

3 − 3

2
g2

2 − 5

6
g2

1

+ 3(Y †
u Yu −Y †

d Yd)+2Tr(3Y †
u Yu +3Y †

d Yd +Y †
e Ye)

]
,

(6)

β6D
d = π(S(t)2 − 1)Yd

[
−32

3
g2

3 − 3

2
g2

2 − 1

30
g2

1

+ 3(Y †
d Yd − Y †

u Yu) + 2Tr(3Y †
u Yu + 3Y †

d Yd + Y †
e Ye)

]
,

(7)

β6D
e = π(S(t)2 − 1)Ye

[
−3

2
g2

2 − 27

10
g2

1 + 3Y †
e Ye

+ 2Tr(3Y †
u Yu + 3Y †

d Yd + Y †
e Ye)

]
, (8)

β6D
λ = π(S(t)2 − 1)

[
12λ2 −

(
9

5
g2

1 + 9g2
2

)
λ

+
(

9

20
g4

1 + 15

4
g4

2 + 3

2
g2

1 g2
2

)

+ 8λTr(3Y †
u Yu + 3Y †

d Yd + Y †
e Ye)

−8Tr
(

3(Y †
u Yu)2 + 3(Y †

d Yd)2 + (Y †
e Ye)

2
) ]

, (9)

β6D
k = π(S(t)2 − 1)

[(
− 3

20
g2

1 − 5

2
g2

2 + λ

+ 4Tr(3Y †
u Yu + 3Y †

d Yd + Y †
e Ye)

)
k

− 3(kY †
e Ye + (Y †

e Ye)
T k)

]
. (10)

The corresponding evolution equations, for all three genera-
tions restricted to the brane, are given by

β6D
u = 4π(S(t)2 − 1)Yu

[
−8g2

3 − 9

4
g2

2 − 17

20
g2

1

+3

2
(Y †
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d Yd)

]
, (11)
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[
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4
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1
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2
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]
, (12)
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e = 4π(S(t)2 − 1)Ye

[
−9

4
g2

2 − 9

4
g2

1 + 3

2
Y †

e Ye

]
, (13)

β6D
λ = π(S(t)2 − 1)

[
12λ2 −

(
9

5
g2

1 + 9g2
2

)
λ

+
(

9

20
g4

1 + 15

4
g4

2 + 3

2
g2

1 g2
2
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, (14)

β6D
k = 2π(S(t)2 − 1)

[
(−3g2

2 + λ)k

−3
(

kY †
e Ye + (Y †

e Ye)
T k

)]
, (15)

where S(t) = MZ Ret , assuming that all modes contribute
in the range of our energy scale for t = ln(μ/MZ ). Note
that these coefficients are model dependent, as discussed
further in Appendix B. The bulk and brane sets of evolu-
tion equations share the same structure but bring about quite
different evolutions for the physical parameters, for exam-
ple if you compare Eq. (9) for the bulk case against the
corresponding one for the brane case Eq. (14) you can see
that the presence of the Yukawa terms adds a negative con-
tribution which will affect the evolution. Numerically we
will show in the following that this term is dominant and
drives the quartic coupling to zero in the bulk case as the
energy scale increases, whilst in the brane model, which
does not contain such a contribution, it has the opposite
behaviour and the quartic coupling grows with the energy
scale. Our calculation agrees with [29] in the general struc-
ture, but the coefficient of g2

1 in the running of the k param-
eter is different and the number of the Kaluza–Klein parti-
cles taken into account in the factor S2(t) is also different
(see Appendix B). In particular we have explicitly calcu-
lated the KK modes contributing up to the cutoff in different
6D models, whilst [29] only has a factor of 2 with respect
to the 5D case. Using a factor of 2 amounts to considering
only the modes ( j, 0) and (0, k), whilst disregarding all the
“mixed” modes ( j, k) with j, k �= 0. Even if the numerical
differences are not very large, excluding the mixed modes is
inconsistent.

2.3 The 2UED bulk and brane quartic results

The numerical calculation of the RGEs confirms the results
expected by the inspection of the analytical formulae above
for the brane and for the bulk UED models. We show in Fig. 1
the evolution of the Higgs quartic coupling in these two sce-
narios [all matter fields propagate in the bulk (downward evo-
lution with increasing energy scale) or brane localised mat-
ter fields (upward evolution with increasing energy scale)].
As can be seen, for the brane case the quartic Higgs cou-
pling λ(t) is positive and remains finite as we run from the
EW scale all the way up to the unification scale. In con-
trast to the bulk case (and also in the SM) the evolution of
λ(t) goes to zero at some energy scale before reaching the
unification scale, which implies the vacuum instability of
the model and requires the introduction of a cutoff which
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2 4 6 8
0.00

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

t

λ
t

Fig. 1 The evolution of the Higgs quartic coupling λ, where the solid
line represents the SM case with downward trajectories for all matter
fields in the bulk; and upward for all matter fields on the brane; for three
different values of the compactification scales 1 TeV (dotted line), 4 TeV
(dot-dashed line) and 10 TeV (dashed line), as a function of the scale
parameter t

is typically lower than the one usually determined by other
means. A discussion of this point was already performed
in the literature for the bulk case in [29] for a particular
case (assuming that the number of modes in the 6D case is
twice the one of the corresponding 5D model). Our numeri-
cal results agree qualitatively with theirs, as the running has
a similar behaviour, but we consider realistic models taking
into account explicitly all the KK modes up to the cutoff.
Recall, as defined earlier in Sect. 2, our effective theories
cutoff is determined by either the reaching of the gauge cou-
pling unification (see Appendix A) or instability of the Higgs
potential.

More general results were also obtained in [10,11] for
2UED results. We use the updated experimental values for
the Higgs sector from the ATLAS and CMS collaborations
and updated values for the top quark mass and also consider
more general bulk and brane scenarios. We have checked that
the dependence on the Higgs boson and top quark masses in
their experimentally allowed ranges does not affect signifi-
cantly the result of the evolution. The evolution is also only
weakly sensitive to the particular choice of 2UED model
(we have considered the two broad classes of models issued
from the compactifications of the crystallographic groups
of the plane and of the sphere S2). A more detailed dis-
cussion of the model dependence of the results is given in
Appendix B.

In Fig. 2 we present a comparison evolution of Higgs quar-
tic couplings in the bulk case between the 1UED and 2UED
model for different values of compactification scale (1, 4 and
10 TeV). We find that the evolution has the same behaviour,
but in the 2UED model the cutoff is lower than the 1UED
model, this being due to the presence of S2(t) in Eq. (10)
instead of the linear dependence on S(t) as in the 1UED
model.

2 4 6 8
0.00

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

t

λ
t

Fig. 2 Comparison of the Higgs quartic coupling evolution between
the 1UED case and the 2UED case, where the solid line represent the
SM case; all matter fields are in the bulk; for a compactification scale of
1 TeV (dotted line), 4 TeV (dot-dashed line) and 10 TeV (dashed line),
as a function of the scale parameter t . The 2UED line is always steeper
than the corresponding 1UED one

3 Neutrino mixing and masses

We first state our conventions for the mixing angles and
phases and briefly discuss different scenarios for neutrino
masses. The mixing matrix which relates gauge and mass
eigenstates is defined to diagonalise the neutrino mass matrix
in the basis where the charged lepton mass matrix is diagonal
[30]:

U =
⎛
⎝

c12c13 s12c13 s13e−iδ

−s12c23 − c12s23s13e−iδ c12c23 − s12s23s13eiδ s23c13

s12s23 − c12c23s13eiδ −c12s23 − s12c23s13eiδ c23c13

⎞
⎠

×
⎛
⎝

eiφ1

eiφ2

1

⎞
⎠ , (16)

with ci j = cos θi j and si j = sin θi j (i j = 12, 13, 23). We
follow the conventions of [31] to extract mixing parameters
from the PMNS matrix.

Experimental information on neutrino mixing parameters
and masses is obtained mainly from oscillation experiments
[32,33]. In general 
m2

atm is assigned to a mass difference
between ν3 and ν2, whereas 
m2

sol to a mass difference
between ν2 and ν1. The current observational values are sum-
marised in Table 1. Data indicates that 
m2

sol � 
m2
atm, but

Table 1 Present limits on neutrino masses and mixing parameters. Data
is taken from [21] for sin2(2θ13), and from [32]

Parameter Value (90 % CL)

sin2(2θ12) 0.861(+0.026
−0.022)

sin2(2θ23) >0.92

sin2(2θ13) 0.092 ± 0.017


m2
sol (7.59 ± 0.21) × 10−5 eV2


m2
atm (2.43 ± 0.13) × 10−3 eV2
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Fig. 3 The cutoff of the Higgs quartic coupling λ (dot-dashed line)
and gauge couplings (dashed line) for all matter fields in the bulk; for
different values of the compactification scales from 2 to 14 TeV, as a
function of the energy scale parameter t

the masses themselves are not determined. In this work we
have adopted the masses of the neutrinos at the MZ scale as
m1 = 0.1 eV, m2 = 0.100379 eV and m3 = 0.11183 eV,
as the normal hierarchy (whilst any reference to an inverted
hierarchy would refer to m3 = 0.1 eV, with m3 < m1 < m2

and satisfying the above bounds). For the purpose of illus-
tration, we choose values for the angles and phases at the
MZ scale as θ12 = 34◦, θ13 = 8.83◦, θ23 = 46◦, δ = 30◦,
φ1 = 80◦ and φ2 = 70◦.

Using the 2UED model [34], the transition to the 2UED
bulk case will be done by making the replacement of C =
π(S(t)2 − 1) and α = π(S(t)2 − 1)

[
− 9

10 g2
1 − 5

2 g2
2 + λ

+4Tr(3Y †
u Yu + 3Y †

d Yd + Y †
e Ye)

]
in Eqs. (B1)–(D3) in [34],

and Eq. (A.3) in [9]. Similarly, we will also have the same
equations in the 2UED brane case, with C = 2π(S(t)2 − 1)

and α = 2π(S(t)2 − 1)(−3g2
2 + λ)S(t).

In Fig. 3 we plot the cutoff of the Higgs quartic coupling
and gauge couplings for all matter fields propagating in the
bulk. As we observed before in Fig. 1 for the bulk case, the

Higgs self-couplings evolves towards zero at high energies
requiring the introduction of an ultraviolet cutoff for the the-
ory. As can be seen from the plot, the cutoff required by the
λ evolution reaching zero is lower than the gauge couplings
unification scale.

The evolution of the mass squared differences 
m2
atm both

for the matter fields on the brane and for all fields in the
bulk is presented in Fig. 4. Only some selected plots will be
shown and we will comment on the other similar cases not
explicitly shown. As depicted in Fig. 4 the mass squared dif-
ference increases rapidly once the KK threshold is crossed at
μ = R−1 for the bulk case, resulting in a rapid approach to a
singularity before the unification scale is reached, note, how-
ever, that the cutoff imposed by the requirement of stability
of the Higgs potential is reached much faster. For the brane
localised case the contribution from the gauge couplings is
important, and the evolution decrease instead of increasing.
Note that 
m2

sol has the same shape as 
m2
atm for both cases.

To see the running behaviours of neutrino mixing parameters
in the 2UED model, we carry out similar numerical analy-
ses by using the beta function derived in Sect. 2 for both the
bulk case and the brane case. From this we observe that the
correction to θ13 and θ23 are quite small and milder than θ12.
For θ12 the largest variations are of the order of 0.3 % on the
full energy range of validity for the effective theory. For θ13

and θ23 the variations are negligible. There is therefore no
substantial difference in all cases with respect to the SM.

4 Conclusions

In this work we derived the RGEs for the Higgs quartic cou-
pling and neutrino mass running for two distinct classes of
2UED models, that of all matter fields propagating in the
bulk or localised to the brane. We obtain stronger constraints
on the cutoff scale from the requirement of the stability of
the Higgs potential in the bulk case. Whilst in the brane case

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

t

m
at

m
2

10
3 eV

2

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

t

m
at

m
2

10
3 eV

2

Fig. 4 The evolution of 
m2
atm where the solid line represents the SM

case with in the left panel all matter fields in the bulk; and the right
panel for all matter fields on the brane; for three different values of the

compactification scales 1 TeV (dotted line), 4 TeV (dot-dashed line)
and 10 TeV (dashed line), as a function of the scale parameter t
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the evolution of the quartic Higgs coupling has improved
vacuum stability and λ is positive and finite from the EW
scale all the way up to the unification scale. We also com-
pare our results with the 1UED model, where we find a more
rapid evolution of the physical observables in the 2UED
models.

On the other hand, in the neutrino sector, the evolution
equations for the mixing angles, phases, and for 
m2

atm and

m2

sol are also considered. Once the first KK threshold is
reached, these quantities increase with increasing energy for
the bulk case and decrease with energy in the brane case.
However, the effect is almost negligible for the mixing angles,
whilst it can be sizeable for the evolution of the squared mass
differences.
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Appendix A: Gauge couplings evolution

The gauge coupling RGE for all matter fields propagating in
the bulk [25], where apart from the SM field contributions,
there will be new contributions from the spinless adjoints
A( j,k)

H . As such, the calculation is similar to that of the 5D
UED model but with an additional factor of 2 due to 6D
gauge field having two extra-dimensional components. Note
that for the case of all matter fields being restricted to the
brane there will be no contributions from the KK excited
states of the fermions. The generic structure of the one-loop
RGE for the gauge couplings is then given by

16π2 dgi

dt
= bSM

i g3
i + π

(
S(t)2 − 1

)
b6D

i g3
i , (17)

where t = ln(
μ

MZ
), S(t) = et MZ R, or S(μ) = μR = μ

MK K
for MZ < μ < � (� is the cutoff scale. The numerical
coefficients appearing in Eq. (17) are given by

bSM
i =

[
41

10
,−19

6
,−7

]
, (18)

and

b6D
i =

[
1

10
,−13

2
,−10

]
+

[
8

3
,

8

3
,

8

3

]
η, (19)

η being the number of generations of fermions propagating
in the bulk. Therefore, in the two cases we shall consider, for
that of all fields propagating in the bulk (η = 3), we have
[28]:

b6D
i =

[
81

10
,

3

2
,−2

]
. (20)

Similarly, for all matter fields localised at the brane (η = 0)
we have

b6D
i =

[
1

10
,−13

2
,−10

]
. (21)

We present in Fig. 5 the evolution of the bulk field and
brane localised cases for several choices of compactification
scale for the extra dimension in the 2UED model. We find that
there is a difference in the g2 evolution, where it increases in
the bulk propagating case and decreases in the brane localised
case. We also see that the three gauge coupling constants, as
expected in extra-dimensional theories, can unify at some
value of t depending on the radius of compactification. As
an example, for 1 TeV we see an approximation unification
at t = 4.

In Fig. 6 we show for comparison the gauge couplings
between the 1UED and 2UED cases for a compactification
scale of 2 TeV. From the plots and the discussion in Ref. [9],
we see that in both cases the gauge couplings have similar
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Fig. 5 The evolution of gauge couplings g1 (red), g2 (blue) and g3
(green), with in the left panel, all matter fields in the bulk; and the right
panel for all matter fields on the brane; for three different values of the

compactification scales 1 TeV (solid line), 2 TeV (dot-dashed line) and
10 TeV (dashed line), as a function of the scale parameter t
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Fig. 6 Comparison of the gauge coupling evolutions g1 (red), g2
(blue), g3 (green) between the 1UED case (dashed line) and the 2UED
case (solid line) with in the left panel, all matter fields in the bulk; and

the right panel for all matter fields on the brane; for a compactification
scale of 2 TeV as a function of the scale parameter t

behaviour, however, in the 2UED case we have asymptotes
at lower t values, that is, a lower energy scale. As such the
range of validity for the 2UED is less than the 1UED case,
this being due to the S2(t) factor present in Eq. (17), there
only being a linear dependence on S(t) for the 1UED case.

The solid line (which corresponds to the 2UED case) drops
off faster than the dashed line (1UED case) when the gauge
couplings decrease with energy scale. For the g1 coupling,
it increases faster than in the 2UED case (at t ∼ 6) with a
roughly constant evolution in the 1UED case. As such one
can see in the brane case a large difference in the evolution
of this coupling, a feature which can distinguish these two
models.

As such the appropriate cutoff for the three radii con-
sidered in this paper, for the brane localised matter fields
case, will be determined by the instability of the Higgs quar-
tic condition. This will correspond to t (R−1 = 1 TeV) ∼
3.0, t (R−1 = 4 TeV) ∼ 4.3 and t (R−1 = 10 TeV) ∼ 5.7
(see Fig. 2). For the bulk case, the cutoff has been presented
in table 1 of [25]. Note that this corresponds to approximately
5 KK modes in the 2UED R−1 = 1 TeV case being accom-
modated before the cutoff is reached; these being the ( j, k)

modes (1, 0), (1, 1), (2, 0), (1, 2) and (2, 1) (note that (0, 1)

and (0, 2) are excluded by the selection rules given in section
2 of [25]).

Appendix B: Model dependence of the RGEs in 2UED
models

Different 2UED models do not share exactly the same KK
spectrum. A detailed calculation can be found in the appendix
of [25] to which we refer the interested reader. The KK num-
ber for the general 2UED model is 2C(S(t)2 − 1), where
C = π/2, S(t) = MZ Ret for our general reference model
(the torus T 2), assuming that all modes contribute. Models
based on the compactifications of the crystallographic groups

of the plane are very similar to the case of the torus T 2. In
the case of compactifications based on the sphere S2, the
KK coefficient, as a function of the t parameter, is given
by 2(S(t)2 − 1). In specific realisations of the 2UED mod-
els some states are not present due to orbifold symmetry
requirements on the wavefunctions, and one should subtract
the states which do not contribute to the total KK coefficient.
We have tested the model dependence of the results obtained
with the RGEs and only minor changes were observed, whilst
the conclusions and the phenomenology discussed in the text
remain unaltered.
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